This paper describes the use of load-path optimisation for discrete, doubly curved, compressiononly structures, represented by thrust networks. The load-path of a thrust network is defined as the sum of the internal forces in the edges multiplied by their lengths. The presented approach allows for the finding of the funicular solution for a network layout defined in plan, that has the lowest volume for the given boundary conditions. The compression-only thrust networks are constructed with Thrust Network Analysis by assigning force densities to the network's independent edges. By defining a load-path function and deriving its associated gradient and Hessian functions, optimisation routines were used to find the optimum independent force densities that minimised the load-path function subject to compression-only constraints. A selection of example cases showed a dependence of the optimum load-path and force distribution on the network topology. Appropriate selection of the network pattern encouraged the flow of compression forces by avoiding long network edges with high force densities. A general, non-orthogonal network example showed that structures of high network indeterminacy can be investigated both directly for weight minimisation, and for the understanding of efficient thrust network patterns within the structure. This paper describes the use of load-path optimisation for discrete, doubly curved, compression-2 only structures, represented by (funicular) thrust networks. The load-path is the product of the 3 force densities of the network edges and their lengths, whose minimisation is equivalent to minimis-4 ing the volume of material for a given stress. It is implemented through Thrust Network Analysis 5 (TNA), under a variety of assumptions: 1) fixed vertical loading, 2) coplanar fixed boundary ver-6 tices, and 3) fixed horizontal distribution of vertices. The goal is to compare the influence of the 7 topology of the network on the performance of the structure measured in terms of minimal load-8 path, which is related to the volume of material for a given stress. Self-weight is not considered, 9 with loading represented only by the fixed vertical loads.
Introduction
setup is illustrated, explaining the constructed algorithms. In Section 4, several structural test given stress σ in all members, such that
in which V i , A i , l i and F i are the volume, cross-sectional area, length, tensile (negative) and 49 compressive (positive) axial forces of member i, respectively.
50
Inspired by the theorem of [7], [5] continued to show that
where − → P j · − → r j is the dot product of external forces and the vectors defined by the loads' application given support vertices z b and loading p.
In matrix notation, the internal load-path objective function in Equation (1) can be rewritten
as q T L T represents the force vector and l the edge lengths vector. For simplicity, the notation 82 a 2 = A T a will be used in the rest of the paper, with A as the diagonalised matrix of vector a.
83 Therefore 84 f i (r) = q T l 2 .
As L −1 f = L −1 H f H , the force densities q can be related to the lengths of the corresponding edges 85 in the form and force diagrams, l H and l * H respectively, as
As the interpretation of the reciprocal force diagram is that
with f H the horizontal force components of f, and r the scaling factor of the form and force 88 diagrams. 89 Introducing the connectivity matrix C, and its sub-matrices C i and C b corresponding to the 
with the (n i ×n i ) matrix funicular arch for vertical loading cases ( Figure 2 ).
101
More specifically, from Equation (7), z = r z 0 , or
Using l 2 = l 2 H + w 2 and Equations (7) and (10), Equation (6) can be rewritten as
in which the scalar r is the only unknown. The minimum of Equation (11) is then directly obtained by solving
from which the following is obtained
The minimal-volume solution for the given loading and chosen form diagram (network layout 107 defined in plan) and force diagram (proportional distribution of horizontal thrust) is then found 108 using Equation (9) proportional to the horizontal projection, that is, for the uniformly distributed load w in Figure   115 3. To validate the optimality of the scaling factor, through a discretisation of the parabolic arch, 116 we perform load-path optimisation as a function of the scale factor to find the optimal height to 117 span ratio. This ratio is then estimated using continuous load-path optimisation.
118
The symmetrically discretised parabola in Figure 3 has been constructed with graphic stat- Now to compare this result with continuous load-paths, the same shape of the parabolic arch 123 in a continuous form is considered. The shape of the parabola can be written as a function of its 124 rise h and span L:
For a uniformly distributed load w, the vertical and horizontal reactions are
As the compression arch does not have tension members, Equation (3) can be reduced to
The right-hand side of Equation (16) is equivalent to the continuous summations
and
The total load-path F l for the continuous parabolic arch is thus:
in which we note that for a parabolic arch, the external contribution of the applied loads is the 131 applied load wL times the average height of the arch 2 3 h. This can in fact be generalised for any 132 height difference between the fixed points of the parabolic arch, since the horizontal reaction force 133 remains the same, the equation of the partial parabolic arch is again a skewed parabola and thus 134 the external work ( P · r) loads is still the applied load times the average height of the arch.
135
The optimal height of the arch, i.e. the height at which the arch's volume in Equation (19) is 136 minimised, can be found by taking the derivative of the volume with respect to the height h:
and we get the optimal height-to-span-ratio 
in which the (2n i × m − k) non-singular square matrix A d and the (2n i × k) matrix A id are the 147 sub-matrices of A corresponding to the dependent and independent edges, with their respective 148 force densities q d and q id , and the identity matrix I k of size k. Thus, for fixed horizontal projection, 149 we want to find the independent edges' force densities q id for which the total load-path (and hence 150 the total volume) is minimised, while equilibrium still holds.
151
The concept of independent edges can be best understood by inspecting the equilibrium of an 152 unloaded, self-stressed, perfectly orthogonal grid. As the force in each of the sets of continuous 153 edges is entirely independent from the force in any other continuous set, the state of equilibrium of 154 the grid can be described determinately by independently choosing one force density per continuous 155 set of edges. Clearly, there are infinitely many solutions, however, if other combinations of edge 156 force densities are chosen, the geometry of the grid has to change to find a new state of equilibrium.
Elimination. Note that if identification is not required, the number of independent edges can be determined using rank analysis of the equilibrium matrix using Singular Value Decomposition.
164
Note that every choice of independent force densities corresponds to a self-stressed state of the form 165 diagram, which is a state of equilibrium that keeps the geometry of the diagram fixed. However, 166 not every choice of positive independent force densities corresponds to a full set of positive force 167 densities, which is the requirement for a compression-only solution.
168
Equilibrium is ensured by
where U and V are the diagonal matrices of vectors u and v, which are the coordinate differences 170 in the x and y directions for the vertices of each edge. From Equation (6), the internal load-path function was given as
with variables the independent force densities q id . The objective is to find the optimal q id set that The P · r loads term is the inner product of all applied vertical loads p z with the distance to 181 any coplanar point of reference. A critical assumption is that all fixed vertices lie on a common 182 plane. In this case, the external load-path takes the form
as the only vector that survives the dot product is the vertical distance z i . Additionally, note that 184 ( P · r) reactions is the sum of the reaction forces on the base dotted with the distance from each 185 fixed vertex, n b . From Equation (23), the horizontal equilibrium takes the form
Thus, the total horizontal reaction forces are accordingly
Note, that the vertical reaction forces dotted with the distances is zero, since we assume the base points are all at the same elevation. The distance vectors are x b and y b and so the total distance vector is r reactions = x b + y b , and the reactions' load-path is
From Equations (25) and (28), the total load-path function is
From [17] , the height of the internal vertices is given by
Inserting Equation (30) into Equation (29), gives the external load-path function
Computational algorithm 192
The three dimensional load-path optimisation conceptually works as follows. The inputs are the In mathematical form, the optimisation can be written as
Due to the nature of the load-path function, this is a positive semi-definite programming problem.
201
However, by smoothness (smoothness here implies the existence of the second derivatives) of f (q id ) 202 we know that C T i QC i ≻ 0 (positive definite) at the solution, but this does not ensure that all 203 elements of q are positive. As described previously, for an orthogonal grid there exists always 204 one independent edge along any grid row or column. As a consequence, for any given positive is used for the requested accuracy parameter in the fmin slsqp function.
224
• When using the Differential Evolution algorithm, agents in the population that have negative 225 force densities q neg are penalised with a penalty function of f = A + |q neg | to distinguish 226 between poor agents with many large negative q values and better quality agents with one 227 or only a few small negative q values. The value of A should be selected high enough to 228 be sufficiently greater than the expected load-path magnitude, so that agents that contain 229 compression-only solutions are unaffected.
230
• For the networks studied in this research, it was found that the Differential Evolution solver 231 was sometimes needed for between 100-500 generations to find a suitable starting point for 232 the SLSQP solver. It was not necessary for the starting point to be exclusively a compression-233 only state, as a compression only inequality constraint could still be used to guide to the 234 final state. But it was observed that randomly selected SLSQP starting points without some 235 degree of pre-selection would cause divergence during the evolution.
236
• The Differential Evolution method was also used on its own to reach the same optimum 
242
• The gradient of the load-path function has been derived (see Section 6.1 for the full derivation and definition of the following terms and symbols) as
• Other optimisation algorithms, such as quasi-Newton (SR1, BHHH, BFGS family) and trustregion methods, can make use of the analytical Hessian, which is a k × k matrix, given by
where Ω = m i=1 I m 2 ×m (m(i − 1) + i, i) is a constant sparse matrix. The Hessian function, 243 along with methods that require either its analytical or numerical approximation, have not 244 been studied in this paper. The function is included here for completeness and for further 245 application in the optimisation methods that can benefit from it.
246
Solving the above semiconic optimisation problem outputs the optimal distribution of (horizontal) 247 forces that results in the overall minimum-volume solution for given form diagram, applied loads 248 and boundary conditions. stacked dimension (third dimension in this case). Speed gains can be found with larger arrays 267 sizes with this vectorisation, but at the cost of using arrays that consume more memory. The
268
Ω matrix for the Hessian can be pre-constructed and used in a similar manner.
269
• All of the terms that are independent of q, and so do not vary with changes in q id , may be 270 calculated before the start of the optimisation process to avoid spending time on recalculating 271 arrays. This includes individual vectors and matrices such as x, C and p z , but also more An orthogonal grid measuring ten by ten units and with ten bays in each direction was studied. comparison shows that the load-path, and hence volume of the structure, was improved by 10 % 288 by flattening the peak of the structure with increases in force densities. Such behaviour can 289 be expected by recalling that the load-path is calculated by the force densities multiplied by the 290 square of the edge lengths, emphasising greater importance on length reductions than force density 291 increases. It is also observed that it was more efficient to redirect forces to the main arches in the 292 middle, where loads are taken more effectively through the steeper forces. As a consequence of 293 this, in this example loads are redirected away from the corners. As the loads on the structure can only be carried towards the supports along the predefined 295 directions of the edge patterns of the form diagrams, the choice of pattern determines which force 296 paths can be formed and will therefore influence the obtained value for the load-path. k from 18 to between 70 and 182, allowing more potential load traversal routes. In the limit that 304 the number of elements keeps increasing, the continuum representation is approached, albeit with 305 rapidly increasing analysis times. Figures 7 and 8 show that for the same internal network layout, 306 introducing general reactions with horizontal and vertical components in plan rather than just 307 orthogonal reactions, can subtly change the form and force diagrams for an improved load-path. The associated thrust network is plotted in Figure 13 , which took 13540 function evaluations and 320 215 gradient evaluations to analyse. 
Conclusions

322
This paper presented the derivation and implementation of a load-path optimisation method for 323 discrete thrust networks based on Thrust Network Analysis. The internal and external load-path 324 functions, which are related to the volume and hence mass of the thrust network elements, were 325 derived for compression-only structures. The geometry of these compression-only thrust networks 326 can be manipulated by assigning force densities to the independent edges for a given set of point 327 loads and fixed boundary points on a common plane. notation,
Note that this derivative is essentially a fourth-order tensor, whose generic component represents 360 the derivative of the inverse of a matrix with respect to its matrix. Let matrix functions f : 
To find dQ dq id , notice that the diagonal matrix Q can mathematically be written as a function of
where E i is an m × m matrix with all its entries zero except for identity in (i, i), and e i is an m × 1 vector with identity on the i th element and zero everywhere else. This derivative then becomes
where the matrix Ω is constructed by adding unity in the aforementioned slots ∀i, 
In the same fashion, to determine the Hessian of the function, the following chain rule is used
Note that one can temporarily ignore the sums of the gradient, since d = d, and consider them in the final chain-rule calculation. The first two terms of Equation (45) vanish in the Hessian, leaving only the derivative
The first term of Equation (47) by the multiplication rule is equivalent to
The second derivative of Equation (47) is slightly more complicated and is thus split in two parts
Using Equations (35a) and (35b), the derivative (53) becomes
Using the multiplication rule on Equation (52) gives
Putting (51),(59) and (54) together gives
Finally, using Equation (46) one gets the k × k Hessian matrix of the load-path
